In §1, a calculus of finite differences for functions with arguments and values in non-abelian groups which contain no elements of finite order is defined, and the fundamental definitions of polynomials and monomials are stated; In §2, the homogeneity in the increment of the ^-difference of a polynomial of degree n is proved, and the theorem on unique pseudo-decomposition is proved after giving some preliminary theorems on the structure of differences of arbitrary functions and polynomials. In §3, a brief discussion of the extensions to nonabelian groups as value spaces is given.
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Definitions.
For the purposes of polynomial theory the value groups are restricted to contain no elements of finite order.
To construct the calculus of finite differences for functions with arguments and values in non-abelian groups, we define The obviously unique value of n is termed the degree of the monomial.
DEFINITION OF A POLYNOMIAL. A function f(x) which satisfies the following functional equation for all x and oe
The least value of w for which the above equation holds will be termed the degree of the polynomial.
The binomial coefficients are denoted in the usual manner; T{ tn is defined by
where y^i la i = n 1 ^\t\{q~l)oc q =i, i?^nk, and i^O. An arbitrary element of the central subgroup will be denoted by #. To simplify notation, the dropping of unnecessary indices implies that the value of a product of factors is independent of the order of the particular factors controlled by the dropped indices.
The next equation is a generalization of an identity due to Marchaud
The inner automorphisms of a group are interesting examples of a [l; 2] monomial; similarly, the canonical transformations of quantum mechanics.
6 If the elements of a group are taken to be the nXn matrices whose elements are in a commutative field and whose determinants do not vanish, and if the group operation is defined as row by column multiplication, then /[||^-||] s ||aJ.^»"6"|| is a [l, 1; 2, l] polynomial.
6 Marchaud [l, p. 368]. 2. Fundamental theorems. Let A(x) denote a function with arguments in a non-abelian group and values in an abelian group. The theorems of Van der Lijn for functions with arguments and values in abelian groups can be extended with a few immediate changes to hold for differences of the type %AA(x). This section is devoted to abstractions for differences of the kind "A[ft, • • • , j3 n ]A(x) } where co is an arbitrary element.
THEOREM I. If A{x) is a [ft, • • • , ft+i] polynomial of degree n, and if k is an integer, then
PROOF. For &=0 or 1, the theorem is trivial. For &>1, we hypothetically have
By a few manipulations and Marchaud's identity we get
For k <0, we evidently have 3. Further discussion. With the generalized definition of a polynomial an extension of Theorem I for functions with arguments and values in non-abelian groups can be made. The trivial converse of Theorem III can be proved in an obvious manner. The non-abelian analogue of Theorem IV does not hold, for counterexamples can be exhibited.
8
In conclusion, it is remarked that the difficulty with the nonabelian valued case is an inability to solve explicitly a system of group equations.
7 It can be shown that if a simple polynomial X)J_ 0 a<* * of degree n vanishes for w + 1 distinct values of x, then the coefficients vanish. 8 With the group defined in (5), a trivial, but sufficient, example is \\x% -IKII IK'll -MM-
